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EDITORIAL
FOR ALEXIA, THE DREAM BECOMES REALITY
Children, for some of you, you've been following us for two years with 4myplanet. And for those who don't
know us yet, welcome! Now our name is TSE-4myplanet and that is great news (I will explain why in the
chapter "The Penguin, quite a legend").
Together, we will embark on the Vendée Globe! Do you know that this is a little girl’s dream that I am
making come true? I saw the first Vendée Globe star t 30 years ago - yes I know it's been a very long time
for you, you weren't even born, but I was 10 years old. I saw it on TV, I had chills and since then I want to
make this dream come true.
Today, that's it, we've reached our goal: a round-the-world sailing, non-stop and unassisted. So I can tell you
that the most impor tant thing in life is to follow your dreams!
In this educational kit, I will tell you about a lot of things (megafauna, the environment, the sailing race ...),
things that you know as ear thlings - well you may also be sailors, I don't not know all of you. In any case what
I ask of you is to live the adventure fully with me and above all to take care of yourself, your family,
your friends and our blue planet.
To give me courage, please send your shor t videos (one or two minutes, alone or the whole class)
to lise.4myplanet@gmail.com, they will be sent to me during the race.
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ALEXIA, CORSAIRE OF THE ENVIRONMENT
Hello ! My name is Alexia Barrier. I was born 40 years ago on the French Riviera. When I was 3, I star ted
sailing on a small 6-meter sailboat. I couldn't have been 12 years old when I saw the finish of an ocean sailing
race. My biggest dream had just jumped in my face: I too will one day sail around the world.
When I was 15, I became a sailing instructor. Then I learned a lot by working in the yachting as a co-skipper
or a sailor. At the same time, I continued my studies in Spor ts Management at UFR-STAPS in Nice.
I became a professional sailor at 25. For more than ten years, I have sailed on multiple boats ... And with
great teachers like Florence Ar thaud and Dennis Conner. If these names don't mean anything to you,
I invite you to do some research, they are great persons, true sailing legends!
Thus, I gained a lot of experience between Match Racing and crewed regattas on Super Yachts.
But what I learned and liked the most were solo offshore sailing. In all, I have already covered over
220,000 miles around the world, including fifteen transatlantic races, four of which were solo.
My most striking racing boats have been the Mini 6.50 (the smallest offshore racing boat),
the Figaro 2 (the most demanding single-handed series in the world), the 60-footer
(18 meters is star ting to make a big difference), in monohull and multihull.
In 2009, I created 4myplanet and, in the process, I became the first woman to attempt a solo round the
world trip for the benefit of science. I knew that sailing alone was not synonymous with loneliness, there were
already thousands of you following me in my joys, my meetings, my doubts and my wonders. Since then,
I never feel alone on board again: in my hear t, I always carry thousands of children!

Palmarès
https://www.alexiasailingteam.com/fr/alexia-barrier-144.html

Interview
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kZ5kJrX0jUc#action=share

4MYPLANET, A PLATFORM FOR THE
PRESERVATION OF THE OCEAN
OUR SCIENTIFIC ACTIONS
More than a racing boat, 4myplanet has become a real base for scientific research.
The idea came to me after visiting “Tara”, a sailboat that has been carrying out scientific expeditions since
2006. Without any real theoretical knowledge at the star t, I “harassed” the scientists at IFREMER until they
entrust me with measuring devices allowing me to better understand the oceans. In 2010, we installed a
thermosalinograph on board of my first floating laboratory.
This instrument makes it possible to constantly measure temperature and salinity.
Houlala what is that gibberish ?!
The temperature of surface water is an impor tant indicator of global warming. An increase in temperature
poses a serious threat to marine ecosystems and leads to the formation of hurricanes and other intense
climatic events.
Salinity influences the density of seawater and therefore sea currents. A change in salinity directly impacts
the water cycle, nutrient content, and the ocean's ability to capture excess carbon dioxide or CO2.
Since then, we also have a chlorophyll-a probe which allows us to estimate the activity of phytoplankton.
You know ... Plant plankton ?! We will talk about this in the next chapter (Ocean with a capital O). It is an
essential link that transforms mineral (inorganic) salts into organic matter that can be assimilated by the rest
of the food chain. It also absorbs CO2 and produces oxygen.
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4MYPLANET, A PLATFORM FOR THE
PRESERVATION OF THE OCEAN
Last year, during the Transat Jacques Vabre, I launched an ARGO float. It has since traveled the ocean and
drifts freely at a depth of 1,000 meters. Every 9 days, it sinks to 2000 meters deep and slowly rises to the
surface, collecting measurements every 6 seconds throughout the water column (water temperature,
salinity, par tial pressure in CO2, hydrogen potential, fluorescence, air temperature, wind direction and force,
atmospheric pressure and humidity).
It then transmits its measurements via satellite to dedicated UNESCO platforms. This little autonomous
robot will work for 4 to 7 years. And for the Vendée Globe, I have been given another one,
I will launch it at the GPS point indicated by the scientists.

Ascent and measurment
of temperature and salinity

Data transmission

On the surface
Derive from 8 to 10 days
Dive to minus 1000 meters

Dive to minus 2000 meters

The millions of data collected are then analyzed by scientists and posted on contributory platforms.

The more data w e have, the more w e learn about the ocean. The more w e learn about the ocean,
the better w e understand it ... and the better w e understand it, the better w e can preserve it.

SHIPS OF OPPORTUNITY
In shor t, 4myplanet is what we call a ship of opportunity!
Loic Petit de la Villeon, scientist from IFREMER, with whom I have worked for a long time, tells us a little more
in this video:
https://drive.google.com/file/d/115442uuIPxOsajc0m7FmJ4P7tzmiiudu/view?usp=sharing

4MYPLANET, A PLATFORM FOR THE
PRESERVATION OF THE OCEAN
CALIBRATION OF SATELLITES
What is even crazier for scientists is that in a race like the Vendée Globe, I will cross places where hardly
anyone goes ... And therefore collect data that is very rare for them. In some places in the southern seas,
scientists only know the measurements sent by their satellites.
To collect data, a satellite relies on a standard measurement.
For example, on a surface temperature of 7 ° C. But this is an estimated temperature, the actual
temperature maybe different. However, with my instruments, I will be able to measure the real surface
temperature. So if I find 8 ° C, the scientists will recalibrate their satellites by recording this actual
measurement in their database. It will change all their results ...
Hence the impor tance that my boat can take these measurements.

DID YOU KNOW THAT IN THE MIDDLE OF INDIAN OCEAN OR SOUTHERN PACIFIC, THE CLOSEST
HUMAN BEING WILL BE… AN ASTRONAUT !!!
Before the star t of the Vendée Globe, Jean-François CLERVOY, astronaut, sent me this capsule :
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1IPkkjzrcn8yLCRNejrWdYhmNYvmrmNbs/view?usp=sharing
Listen to it carefully, it's very interesting!

JOIN THE SHIP
If I created the 4myplanet association, it is also for and thanks to you. I wanted to share my adventures and
my knowledge with as many children as possible. I hope they will inspire you, teach you things and help you
live more in harmony with the ocean and all that surrounds you.
Since the beginning, hundreds of schools have followed me and children like you are setting up projects to
help preserve our environment.
Last year, for example, a 6th grade class helped clean up Marquet beach in Cap d'Ail.

4MYPLANET, A PLATFORM FOR THE
PRESERVATION OF THE OCEAN
CM1 / CM2 students have also implemented actions to use less plastic bags and thus reduce their waste.
A few weeks after my visit to their school, they had already saved 500 plastic bags!

If you too want to star t a project "for the planet", do not hesitate to tell us about it by
sending a message to lise.4myplanet@gmail.com

Ocean w ith a big O
THE RICHES OF THE OCEAN, FROM THE INFINITELY LARGE
TO THE INFINITELY SMALL
The blue of the oceans occupies 361 million square kilometers, or 71% of the ear th's surface.
From space, it appears all blue, hence the nickname Blue Planet. Did you know that we owe the mild climate
of our planet to the ocean? And that it provides the water supplies necessary for the development and
maintenance of life on ear th?
Indeed, the ocean absorbs a large par t of solar energy ... otherwise we would literally burn. It maintains
atmospheric humidity by evaporation, then, after condensation, contributes to the precipitation that fills
lakes, rivers and the water table. It's the WATER CYCLE, don't you know ?!
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PROBLEM:
BY FORCING TO ABSORB THE EXCESS HEAT, THE OCEAN HEATS ...
AND THE MORE IT HEATS, THE LESS IT CAN REGULATE
THE CLIMATE.

Ocean w ith a big O
Photosynthesis principle
The Ocean also functions a lung for the planet
(if the forest is the green lung, the Ocean is the
blue lung!). It produces half of the oxygen we
breathe ... This is thanks to a plant organism called
plankton (and more precisely the phytoplankton
which photosynthesize like any other land plant).
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In addition to producing oxygen (O2), plankton
pump a large par t of carbon dioxide emissions
- the famous CO2 that pollutes the atmosphere - dissolves it and transforms it into
hydrocarbon stored at the bottom of the
ocean. It is a real "carbon sink".
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PROBLEM: THE DISSOLVED CO2
CONTRIBUTES TO THE ACIDIFICATION
OF THE OCEANS ...
It bleaches the corals which eventually die, just
like many other critters.
In fact, if we wanted to do the right thing, to
prevent the ocean from heating up and
becoming acidic, we would have to limit our
greenhouse gas emissions or GHGs for those
in the know. But… uh… what is this?
Professor Gamberge can explain everything
to you:
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Tfu2K3dOrqI
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Ocean w ith a big O
SMALL MICROSCOPIC PARENTHESIS
See what a phytoplankton species looks like when magnified several times:

Noctiluca scintillans / dinoflagellé © Noan Le Bescot / Kahi Kai Images

Noctiluca is a photosynthetic single-celled algae species that is additionally capable of bioluminescence. This
bioluminescence is not only breathtaking to observe but is used by this predatory alga to attract its prey.

Sa bioluminescence

THANKS TO THE KAHI KAI ASSOCIATION
FOR THESE IMAGES AND EXPLANATIONS.

Ocean w ith a big O
MARINE POLLUTION FROM THE VISIBLE TO THE INVISIBLE
In the pollution there is what you see - like the oil spill caused by the sinking of the oil tanker Wakashio.
1000 tonnes of oil spilled off Mauritius, it cer tainly did not escape you ?! - and what you don't see - like
plastic waste which breaks up into par ticles smaller than a grain of rice and which are swallowed by fish.
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These microplastics poison the entire food chain, so an average human will ingest the equivalent of a
credit card of plastic per week. Yum-yum ... Recently American researchers even found plastic par ticles in
different tissues of the human body.

Ocean w ith a big O

There are techniques for cleaning up anything “visible”.
Example: Thousands of Mauritians have organized themselves to make socks of cane straw (known to
absorb and contain hydrocarbons) and have deposited them around oil pools.
More surprisingly, hairdressers from all over the world have collected their clients' hair scraps to transform
them into strands which also absorb hydrocarbons.
Do you have a hard time believing it? Watch this video and you will learn all the possible uses for cut hair:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WHiq_H9-m-I&feature=emb_logo
As for what is "invisible", it is much more complicated. We should act upstream by limiting our plastic
waste (more than 8 million tons of plastic waste is dumped into the ocean each year, or 400 kilograms per
second). We could also invent new biodegradable by sea materials or create a recycling economy.
In my daily life, I try to limit plastic as much as possible. For example by buying in bulk or by refusing the
plastic bags that traders offer me. At home, I have set up selective waste sor ting so that anything that is
recyclable or compostable does not go in the normal trash. And when I have free time, especially when I
walk my dog Nikka, I take the oppor tunity to pick up any trash I find on the floor and then throw it in the
appropriate garbage. And you, what are you doing to limit your waste?

THE VENDEE GLOBE, HISTORY AND ROUTE
A LONG HISTORY OF VENDEE GLOBE
In 1968, the British newspaper “the Sunday Times” organized a non-stop, solo round-the-world sailing race:
the Golden Globe Challenge. Out of nine competitors entered, only one will complete its world tour!
The idea was therefore abandoned until three friends (Philippe Jeantot, Ber tie Reed and Guy Bernardin),
finding themselves at a stopover in the Boc Challenge in 1987, made a bet: which of them would complete
a race the fastest? regatta around the world alone, without stopovers or assistance?
From this challenge was born the first edition of the Vendée Globe, in 1989.
A solo, non-stop, unassisted round-the-world race, what does that mean?
Solo : a man or a woman alone on his boat! the only exception may be the rescue of another skipper as
has already been the case in the past.
Non-stop : throughout the duration of the race, the skippers cannot set foot on land. the only technical
stopover possible is to return to Les Sables d´Olonne (the star ting por t of the race) within a maximum of
10 days after the star t for repairs.
Without assistance : the sailors are alone on board and have to fend for themselves. They do, however,
have the option of consulting their technical team so that they can guide them if they are in difficulty.

THE VENDEE GLOBE, HISTORY AND ROUTE
BIG WINNERS
As all sailing races, it has its competitors and therefore its winners. Titouan Lamazou, Alain Gautier,
Christophe Auguin, Michel Desjoyaux and even Vincent Riou, François Gabar t and Armel Le Cléac’h,
all finished on the top step of the podium.
The most famous will remain:

T itouan L amazou who won the first Vendée Globe in 1990 and will be named
ocean racing world champion the following year. But maybe you have already
heard of him for its ar tistic talents? Indeed, from 2001, he devoted himself to his
other passion: painting. He even received the UNESCO Ar tist for Peace distinction in 2003, in recognition of his personal commitment to defending the rights
of women and children around the world.

Michel Desjoyaux, known as “the Professor”, who has won the Vendée Globe
not once but twice! In 2001, he resor ted to a genius idea to fix his broken
electric motor halfway through the race: he made a pulley system that allows
him to use wind power from the mainsail and transmit it to the motor to star t
it as soon as necessary. An electric motor, but why? It allowed him to use his
routing and communication system on board almost normally ...
And took him to the first step of the podium!
You will see in the chapter "The Penguin, a whole legend", it was he who took
care of preparing my boat for the star t of the Vendée Globe 2020.

And finally Armel L e Cléac’h. In 2017, for his third Vendée-Globe (which he had
twice finished second), he crossed the finish line in 74 days, 3 hours, 35 minutes
and 46 seconds… A record to beat!

THE VENDEE GLOBE, HISTORY AND ROUTE
Shipwrecks
The Vendée Globe is not a sailing race like any other. More than a competition, it is above all a great
adventure. And as in all epics, there are victories but also tragic endings. Indeed, this emblematic race saw
the disappearance of three sailors. The bodies of two of them have never been found. Their names, Nigel
Burgess, Mike Plant and Gerry Roufs, will be remembered… as will those who were luckier and made it
out. The first edition was marked by the capsizing of Philippe Poupon. His boat, toppled down by a wave
in the Roaring For ties, was rescued by another competitor: Loïck Perron. Between sailors, we stick
together. They managed to straighten the boat and the rescuer finished on the second step of the
podium, like a real hero. In 1996, it was the youngest of the race, Raphaël Dinelli, who found himself in a
bad
situation in South Australia and spent 36 hours in the cold on the hull of his sinking boat.
Another competitor, Pete Goss, eventually got his back. Raphael spent a dozen hours warming in his
sleeping bag. During this same edition, Thierry Dubois was also picked up on his over turned monohull.
In 2009, it was Jean Le Cam who capsized. Saved 18 hours later by his friend Vincent Riou, the latter will
break his outrigger in the maneuver. Forced to have his boat repaired, Vincent Riou was not be
disqualified but ranked 3rd ex-aequo for rescue. Of course, I don't have time to tell you here about the
circumstances of all the other retirements that have occurred in this race. Dismasting, loss of the keel,
damage to the autopilot, broken rudder, collisions, ... You should know that in eight editions of the Vendée
Globe, there were 77 withdrawals! So I would be very happy if I can finish my race.

AND UNUSUAL STORIES
(who will make you understand why you have to be autonomous - cf. chapter “Life at sea or how to be
independent on a boat”)

Sewing up the pirate's tongue
During his first Vendée Globe in 1992,
Ber trand De Broc severely cut his tongue after an
impact with one of the ropes, the mainsail halyard.
As the regulations prohibit physical medical
assistance, he consulted the race doctor by telex
and sown his tongue back, raw, in front of
a pocket mirror. Forced to make a stopover and
meet his technical team a few days later for keel
problems, this “Rambo” of the seas was
disqualified ...What a bad luck! He still finished the
race and came back for the 2012 edition (where he
accumulated other problems: collision,
radar problems, watermakers and 12 hour penalty
before finishing 9th).

THE VENDEE GLOBE, HISTORY AND ROUTE
Refresh like Robinson Crusoe
In 2000, Yves Parlier broke his mast into three pieces.
He took shelter by anchoring near an almost deser ted island.
There, he made a raft of jerrycans with which he collected
enough seaweed and wild mussels to eat.
His skills as an engineer in composite materials allowed him to
glue and straighten his 18-meter mast in about ten days.
He will finish 13th out of 15, kissing his mast!

Finish the tour at all costs
Edition 2005, Nick Moloney was forced to abandon
the race after losing his keel. He left his boat under
repair in Brazil and returned to fetch it several
months later to complete his round-the-world tour.

Get thrown from the boat, break your
femur and get back on board
This is what happened to Yann Eliès in 2008
because of a stormy sea in southern Australia.
He suffered mar tyrdom for 36 hours,
1,500 kilometers from the nearest inhabited
coast. Another sailor, Marc Guillemot came to his
aid and then the Australian navy evacuated him.
He came back in 2016 and finished 5th.
He will not be racing again this year, but is
already preparing for the next edition (2024)
with a new boat.

THE VENDEE GLOBE, HISTORY AND ROUTE
OK, WE TALK ABOUT MEN… AND WHAT ABOUT WOMEN ??!
It was not until the third edition, in 1996, that we finally see women on the star ting line of the Vendée
Globe. Out of sixteen runners, they are two: Catherine Chabaud and Isabelle Autissier.
Catherine Chabaud, aboard Whirlpool, will finish 6th.
The other par ticipant will never complete her world tour. Isabelle Autissier, after looking for her friend
Gerry Roufs without success, will have to give up due to damage.
In 2000, there were two women again… Out of 24 skippers. Catherine Chabaud who was returning to
Whirlpool-Europe 2 (the “Penguin”, my current boat) but had to give up after losing her mast. And the
young Englishwoman Ellen MacArthur, who finished the race with thunderous applause on the second
step of the podium, after Michel Desjoyaux.
In 2004, 18 male skippers and 2 more women! Anne Liardet and Karen Leibovici, two French who
finished the race in 11th and 13th position respectively.
In 2008, how many women? I'll give it to you in a thousand… Two !!! And 28 men. The two Englishwomen,
Samantha Davies and Dee Caffari, took par t in providing good media coverage for the women in the
race by sending in plenty of photos and videos of them. They will finish 4th and 6th.
Samantha Davies made a notable appearance for the next edition, in 2012, but had to retire after a
dismasting.
In 2016, the only pre-registered woman, the Spanish Anna Corbella, had to give up at the star t because
she has not been able to make ends meet ... There was therefore no women at the star ting line.
But this year, beware, we are coming back in force… There will be neither one nor two but six women to
take the star t! A record. I'll let you make the list.

THE VENDEE GLOBE, HISTORY AND ROUTE
… FOR A LONG JOURNEY

The Vendée Globe route is a round the world trip from west to east (from left to right if you prefer).
This year, the depar ture is set for November 8 at 1:02 p.m. from the Baie des Sables d'Olonne. Then we
will take the direction of the Cape of Good Hope going down the Atlantic Ocean from nor th to south.
We will leave it on the por t side, just like Cape Leeuwin and Cape Horn. To starboard, we will have the
Antarctic continent. Then, you will have to go up the Atlantic from south to nor th and reach the finish line,
also in the bay of Sables d'Olonne. In total, we should do 21,638 miles or 40,075 kilometers. But this figure is
only theoretical! At sea, you have to deal with the wind, waves, swells, ice ... The trajectory of the boats is
therefore not straight but made up of a succession of zigzags, detours and changes of heading.
For example, in previous editions, most of the competitors actually covered around 52,000 kilometers.
How many more miles is that? I'll let you do the math.
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A sometimes stormy start ...
I can tell you, from the star t, we will be well on the way. In fact, in November, in the Bay of Biscay,
the climatic conditions can be difficult. And if we star t with a depression ... Ouch, ouch, ouch! Of course,
I'm not talking about a phycological condition, but a climate depression that can bring very bad weather
and very strong winds. In this area, there are also many boats that circulate (fishing, commercial, leisure or
tourist boats). It will therefore be necessary to be extra vigilant to avoid collisions.
And yes, I'm not kidding ... Historically, there have been a lot of retirements during these first days of
racing.

THE VENDEE GLOBE, HISTORY AND ROUTE
A one-way trip in the trade w inds
The trade winds are an area where the wind becomes much more regular and pushes our boats well. We
should therefore easily reach our cruising speed. The first paradisiacal islands also appear ...
Madeira, Canaries, Cape Verde ... Their only flaw is to cut us off a little from the wind if we get too close.
Either way, it's best not to mess with them. Because the closer you get to land, the more you risk hitting
bottom and “tailing” (hitting your keel).

The inevitable Doldrums
This fascinating area is a sailor's nightmare. It is very unstable and alternates between strong squalls
and dead calm (“calm” as we say in the jargon when there is no wind).
The ITCZ (Inter tropical Convergence Zone) is the place where the trade winds of the nor thern hemisphere
collide with the trade winds of the southern hemisphere. And since they don't go in the same direction,
it's chaos. The problem is, you have no idea what's going on in the Doldrums until you get into the
Doldrums. You will have to bet on your luck. A skipper choosing a wrong direction could get stuck for
several hours, even several days, without any wind to move the boat forward and will lose many places
in the competition without being able to do anything.

Negotiations w ith Saint Helena
After crossing the Equator - that imaginary line that separates the nor thern hemisphere from the
southern hemisphere - we will have to bypass the Saint Helena to reach the Cape of Good Hope
and the Indian Ocean. Because even if this high pressure brings good weather, its light winds do not help
the boat to move forward at all. At worst ... I would sunbathe!

"The ice door", the limit not to cross!
To avoid any risk of collision with an iceberg, the race organizers mark off the “Antarctic exclusion
zone”. It changes every year depending on the climate and the melting ice. Skippers must absolutely avoid
this area, otherwise they will be penalized. You will understand, they are doing this for our good. We will
therefore gently go a little fur ther nor th, just not to take any risks.

Indian Ocean
Beware, brutal ocean! Storms, gales and temperatures dropping by more than 10 °, the Indian Ocean has
many surprises in store for us. More or less good, the surprises ... It is often in this area that the gaps widen
between the boats, it will be necessary to be very vigilant and it is not over ...

From the Pacific Ocean to Cape Horn
When you get to the Pacific, it's even worse. And since we are often very far from other par ticipants and
from any potential help, we will have to be extra vigilant. Not to mention that we end this long crossing
with the passage of Cape Horn. You have cer tainly heard of it already. A cape feared by sailors due to the
force of the winds which cross it. I will be going there for the eighth time. Champagne!
I would then count above all on my experience… And on my “Penguin”.

And presto, it just remains to go back up ...
Going up the Atlantic from south to nor th is another heck of a piece. Trade winds, Doldrums, Saint Helena
and Azores, they will all still be there but in the opposite direction. In this situation, there may be strong
winds and predominant upwind gaits. That is, the boats will go up "upwind", in other words,
against the wind. And that, for the "Penguin", is not the panacea ...
So I hope that I still have a little strength to choose the best route.

THE RACE BOATS
CLASSIC IMOCAs
All the boats in the race belong to the IMOCA class. A class of all monohull type sailboats (made up of a
single hull unlike multihulls) and a length of 60 feet, 18 meters and 28.8 centimeters to be precise.
These large “machines” were specially designed for solo or double handed offshore racing.
And meet cer tain criteria:
Length of 60 feet (that you already know)
Width of 5.85 meters maximum
Draft (ver tical distance between the waterline and the bottom of the keel) of 4.50
meters maximum
Choice between a limited number of appendages or a limited number of ballasts
And for safety, the IMOCA must: be able to recover without outside assistance, have a water tight interior
par tition in the event of a rollover and significant buoyancy in the event of capsizing or water leaks.
Then you can do whatever you want to improve the performance of the boat.
As long as you stick to the gauge, anything goes.

THE “GAUGE”, KESAKO?

For the fairness of the spor t to be respected the organizers of sailing races have two strategies.
The first is to accept any boat at the star t and to decide between them at the finish with a handicap
system. A famous example is the Sydney-Hobar t race in Australia. The other solution, the one chosen by
the Vendée-Globe, is to impose a strict set of rules on the construction of the boats. With this “rule box”,
the architect can play around and try to build as fast boat as possible. Height, width, weight, keel, mast,
materials, etc. are therefore precisely defined, thus establishing a “gauge”. Boats that do not fit in the
gauge cannot compete. On recent boats, there is hardly anything to change ...
But on old boats like 4myplanet it is sometimes a big job!
Note : One of the tests to check that the boats fit well in the gauge is to put the boat at 90 °
(literally lay it on its side) to see if it could straighten up easily. You will see it in this video:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sCDBC7p5AZs&feature=emb_logo

THE RACE BOATS
BOATS THAT FLY!
With time and technology, boats have evolved a lot. The bar ter of daggerboards for “foils” was
welcomed as a revolution. Indeed, today, most of the favorites are equipped with "foils".
Big mustaches that make them go much faster.
To better understand how it works, watch this video made by the Initiatives Coeur skippers before
their depar ture for the Transat Jacques Vabre:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=81WBuhOInow
In fact, the race for flying boats began in the 1980s, when Eric Tabarly imagined the hydrofoil
(a trimaran with “wings”). But prototypes had already existed since the 1900s.
The first hydrofoil (1906)

Eric Tabarly’s trimaran (1980)
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At the star t of the Vendée, there will be 19 foil boats out of 33 in total.
4myplanet has kept its old drifts, and they suit it well.

“THE PENGUIN”, A WHOLE LEGEND
After selling her to her former owner, Philippe Monet, in 2015, I wanted to buy a more recent boat.
In 2018, the current Penguin or “4myplanet” was the only racing boat still on sale.
To be sure of par ticipating in the Vendée Globe 2020, I therefore bought it from Romain Attanasio and
star ted to accumulate nautical miles to ensure my qualification. Together, we have par ticipated in the
Monaco Globe Series 2018, the Route du Rhum 2018, the Bermudes 1000 Race 2019,
the Transat Jacques Vabre 2019, the Transat Bakerly 2020, New York Vendée 2020 and I am proud to take
this dinosaur of the seas to the next Vendée Globe.

HER BEAUTY FOR VENDÉE-GLOBE
To be accepted on the star ting line, the boat must comply with the new Vendée Globe rating
(see the paragraph “The boats in the race”). And so “the Penguin” had to redo her keel to meet the
selection criteria. To do this, funding had to be found (the cost of a new keel is 150,000 euros).
The problem is that being Mediterranean did not help me to find sponsors…
Indeed, even if the Vendée-Globe sailors' projects are universal in scope, they are more readily sponsored
by companies in the nor th-west of France. I have always believed in my dream and did well to continue
dreaming, because a few months before leaving, I met solar energy entrepreneurs.
Enthusiastic about the 4myplanet project, they were able to finance the work to change the boat's keel ...
and even offer me new sails! Michel Desjoyeaux's shipyard has agreed to take charge of the works a few
months before depar ture. Phew, I was saved.

Invent your boat
By following the folding instructions below, you will be able to make an origami of a boat and then
decorate it as you wish with colored markers. With the other children in your class you can collect all your
origami boats and send us a photo of this fantastic fleet to the email address: lise.4myplanet@gmail.com.
It would make me too happy.
Signed Alexia.

1. Start with a
square sheet

(if possible, with a different
colour on each side)

5. Folds it again

on the other side

9. You are ready
to sail, matey !

2. Folds along
the diagonal

6. Unfolds the
last fold

3. Folds the bottom
to create the hull
of the boat

7. Unfolds the diagonally
fold and reverses the
other fold at the
front of the boat

4. Unfolds the
last fold

8. Flattens the fold

so that the sail
is between the two
sides of the boat
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Need help ? Check out this video :
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NcieP3uy4Dc&feature=emb_logo

LIFE AT SEA OR HOW TO BE
AUTONOMOUS ON A BOAT?
Offshore, you just can't go to the supermarket to buy what you need.
We must therefore plan everything… And save everything. Even repairs, fixtures, patching up – we have
to do everything ourselves. In shor t, you have to be AU-TO-NO-ME. This word is not there by chance,
it comes from the Greek Autos: oneself and Nomos: the rule. You set the rules of the game. It's up to you.
An exciting game that makes you grow up and look at things differently. The planet is like a ship on the
scale of the universe ... When you land at the dock after having wasted your water, your food and tearing
your sails, you understand that our planet is exactly like a boat launched in the space. For our ship Ear th,
there won't be an interstellar garage to fix what we've broken. No galactic supermarket to buy back an
animal, plant or natural resource that we have exhausted and that is suddenly sorely lacking ...
In shor t, boating means understanding that you have to take care of everything. Otherwise it gets stuck
one day or another and the punishment isn't funny, not funny at all.Raft atmosphere of the Medusa to
begin with and Titanic to end.

FILL UP

If one day you have already had a long day of hiking in the mountains or a beautiful navigation on a
sailboat, you know very well what obsesses you when you arrive at the bivouac or por t ... EAT!
Eating is vital during an adventure. Doing it with pleasure is just as essential. For the sailor, the dilemma is
this: if he embarks on tasty simmered canned goods, he has a great time (pleasure), but he weighs down
his boat and loses the race (sadness). There is the solution of freeze-dried meals (you extract all the water
from the dishes and you just have to rehydrate them to consume them) but you get tired of it,
the pleasure is less and the performance in the race suffers. I opted for a subtle compromise. A good
quality lyoph ’base but also some“ gastro ”dishes to cheer me up. And crunchy fresh vegetables which,
unfor tunately, won't last long (there is no fridge on racing boats). What is cer tain is that you have to
manage to eat by varying the sweet and the salty. We already sleep little, if we also eat badly ...
When I speak of "refueling", it is the provision of food which you should understand. Of course, I would also
take a little gasoline just in case but I hope little or not I use it. The sailboat's engine is not its diesel engine.
It's just good at maneuvering in the harbor and getting you out of a mess.
During the race, it is disengaged from the propeller. The real engine of the boat are the sails, the ropes,
the mast, the boom, the shrouds, what is called the rigging. And that you better take care of. If a sail tears,
you have to know how to repair it (by sewing or gluing). Being autonomous therefore also means
predicting the wind and the state of the sea because it is the waves that do the greatest damage to a
sailboat, rarely the wind itself.
Note : Before, we “estimated” the wind to come using a set of indices: the barometer, the direction of the
swell, the shape and order of the clouds, the pilot char ts (statistical map average winds in an area) and a
few signs that are sometimes a bit… magical.
Today, the sailor retrieves the weather from his computer via satellite communications.
In the Vendée-Globe, we have no right for a “router”, we manage on our own.

AND HOW DO YOU DRINK?

Biiiiiiiiiiiiiiig frustration for the oceanic sailor: being surrounded by water and risking dying of thirst. The high
level of salt in seawater actually causes more dehydration than hydration. You must therefore either store
fresh water. Or hope to collect rainwater. Or produce drinkable water from seawater.
By a membrane system, this is the job of the watermaker. Again, it takes a lot of electricity to run the
machine. Anyone who ventures to use a manual desalination understands the pain or is called Hercules.

LIFE AT SEA OR HOW TO BE
AUTONOMOUS ON A BOAT?
MY BEST ALLY: THE SUN… AND RAYMOND!
Isn't there a little problem with the phrase “solo sailing” !?
Who is at the helm while the only sailor sleeps, eats, changes sail or takes in the weather?
Autopilot of course! In the 1960s, we used a gait regulator, an ingenious device that pushed on the rudder
while taking in the wind ... It was OK for small sailboats that dragged themselves along. But on the big
ones that go (very) fast, it's too fragile and always late. Today, you need a bit of ar tificial intelligence:
a power plant that not only reacts instantly but ANTICIPATES THE ACCELERATIONS of the boat,
the wind, the sea. The autopilot is so impor tant that most solo sailors (it heals their solitude) give it a
loving little name. I called my pilot: Raymond, because Raymond Barre, hee.

To run Raymond, you need electricity. Quite a bit of electricity. This is stored in batteries which,
oh miracle, are supplied by inexhaustible and abundant sources on a boat: the sun, via solar panels, and
the resistance of water at speed via a hydrogenerator (a turbine which turns in water).
All of this combined should be enough to provide you with all the energy you need to power the pilot and
keel cylinders, the watermaker, lighting and electronics. We can also run the diesel engine
(always disengaged from the propeller!) But we tend to do without it because it pollutes.

LIFE AT SEA OR HOW TO BE
AUTONOMOUS ON A BOAT?
SLEEP
We talked about the engine of the boat, now we must not forget to talk about the engine of the sailor.
Single-handed sailing is one of the most complete spor ts. It's a bit like doing boxing matches with chess
games for 15 days. If you sleep too much or not enough, you lose both. It is only the experience that allows
you to cook a subtle sauce between the quantity and quality of your presence on the deck (to steer, adjust
the sails) and at the char t table (to analyze the weather and the trajectories of your opponents, devise a
strategy). In any case, we sleep little. Very little. Less than 4 hours a day. And in very small slices (about
20 min). The ar t is to sleep at the right time: when your body wants it and before it's too late to do it.
Prohibition of “burning oneself”. Sailors may have hallucinations if they have a severe lack of sleep.
Often, it's a character who invites himself on board. But once, I saw a huge mountain rising out of the
water in front of my boat, like in Japanese manga ... And who was smiling at me!
comme dans les mangas japonais… Et qui me souriait !

??!
PREVENTION IS BETTER THAN CURE
Well. Let’s be clear. We don't want to talk about it. However, it is by preparing for the worst that you can
avoid it. The worst on board for a lone sailor? Fall in the water. This is just FORBIDDEN. So we bond.
As soon as it shakes, the harness is my best companion. Then there is the structural damage to the boat
or the man. Water damage and injury are the two situations that we also practice to repair.
In preparation for the Vendée Globe, all skippers receive deep-sea medical training. On the program:
workshops on sutures, wounds, glue, staples, venous access routes for infusions, blood tests ... Really, even
if I promise not to come to this, I guarantee that I am ready to face anything! In fact, when I sail solo,
my best medicine is to hear some news from my relatives ... It is very rare because satellite
communications are expensive, very expensive.

BEFORE THE RACE
THE RACE BEFORE THE RACE
The hardest par t for me was managing to raise the necessary funds to be able to leave. Maintaining a boat
is expensive ... And I had to put a lot of things aside to focus on finding sponsors. To tell you the truth, I even
went against my desire to par ticipate in the Vendée-Arctic, a sailing race that took place in July 2020, to focus
all my energy on this goal. So far, I have been able to function thanks to sponsorship and crowdfunding
ampaigns. I appealed to small businesses and personalities in my region to ask for financial suppor t. In total
more than 500 people followed me. But it was not enough to change the keel of the boat. Luckily, at the last
moment, TSE (solar panel company) joined me. This allowed me to do the essential work to leave.
Of course, other costs will still add up (and yes, with salt water the material wears out quickly),
so I'll have to find the budget for that.

Do you have an idea to help Alexia
fill her piggy bank?
Please write to us at lise.4myplanet@gmail.com

PHYSICAL PREPARATION
With this crazy schedule, I didn't even have time to prepare as
much as I would have liked. For tunately, the entire first par t of the
race is just a repetition for me (indeed I know the star t of the
course well) ... It will allow me to get back on my feet.
Okay I was able to continue doing my daily jogging and some
exercise. But that's not enough to have the cash for these Olympic
Games of the seas! I'm still counting on the last two weeks before
depar ture: as I have to be in my for tnight quarantine to avoid
being contaminated by the Covid, I will train on my exercise bike.
It is a great “home trainer”, with very difficult programs (it even
allows me to climb the passes of the riders of the Tour de France).
With that I should gain in hear t rate and endurance.

THE MEGAFAUNA
On my trip around the world, I hope to meet lots of animals! Before I left, I contacted some marine wildlife
exper ts to find out what to expect. In par ticular, they taught me which animals lived in the different capes
that I am going to cross.

In the Cape of Good Hope, I could cross:
THE CAPE PENGUIN, A MODEL FOR “THE PENGUIN”?
The Cape penguins live in colonies, mainly on the coasts of South Africa and Namibia. If you could hear the noise they
make ... What a racket! Looks like they bray… like donkeys.
Also, like all penguins, the Cape ones are very good swimmers! They have also served as a model for the design of boats
and submarines. Its energy could be compared to that of a vehicle capable of traveling 1,500 kilometers on just one liter
of fuel (today's most energy-efficient vehicles need about 55 liters of gasoline for the same distance). It can therefore
swim great distances to find its food (30 to 100 kilometers).
When it dives, its feathers trap a thin layer of air near the body. A very good thermal insulator which allows it to retain
as much body heat as possible and to operate in cold water. But that can only work if it takes care to smooth his plumage
daily. Hey, that makes me think ... How long has it been since I washed?
And, to keep waterproof plumage like new, it moults every year for about twenty days. During this period, it will stay on
dry land and therefore will not be able to hunt. So what do you think it's doing? It is fasting.

The Cape penguin population is currently estimated at
80,000 individuals. It may seem impor tant and yet these
figures are declining: in Namibia, the number of African
penguins were twice as numerous 40 years ago and in
South Africa the decline is even more impor tant as the
number of penguins has been divided by three over the
same duration. In question: hunting, harvesting guano,
taking eggs, oil spills… And overfishing. Recently, a
team from the CNRS in Montpellier and two South
African researchers showed that the ban on fishing in
small marine areas close to the territory of the Cape
penguins is an effective way to strengthen the species.
This allows birds to spend less energy on food (they
travel a shor ter distance to find fish) and prevents them
from getting trapped in the nets.

THE MEGAFAUNA
THE SOUTH AFRICAN SEA LION, LITTLE EARS, BUT NOT ONLY!
It is thanks to their small outer ears that sea lions are distinguished from seals. And also because they move “on all fours”
thanks to their highly developed front fins (they walk). The seals, they slide.
The Cape sea lions, also called the brown fur sea lions, is the largest of the sea lions. The male weighs up to twice as much
as the female.
They live in colony of several harems (in general a male for 10 to 30 females) and it is the girls who choose their favorite
male, often according to his territory… The males having the most success are those having a territory located directly
at the water's edge. These ladies, loving giving bir th with a view of the sea, go so far as to fight for the chosen one.
However, once chosen, they will get along well and even organize themselves to take care of babies when it comes time
to go hunting. They organize “nurseries”.
The largest colony is Cape Cross in Namibia and exceeds 100,000 individuals
... I'll let you imagine the smell, ugh!
More often in the water than on dry land, sea lions do not move very far
from the shore. They are, however, able to dive to a depth of 200 meters
and remain in apnea for about 7 minutes. This can cause their hear t rate to
drop by half and some of their organs, such as the kidneys, to be temporarily
without irrigation in order to save energy.
Hunted for their fur, these African sea lions are also killed because of their
excessive consumption of fish. Indeed, they are supposed to eat in a year as
much as the inhabitants of South Africa and Namibia combined.
The Namibian government therefore authorizes the extermination of
babies and males while taking advantage of the tourist attraction of
observing the fifteen colonies on its coasts.

THE WHITE SHARK, GOOD NOSE, GOOD EYE
Just seeing him in a picture gives me chills. Yet even though the great white is the largest marine predator, its attacks on
humans are extremely rare and often the result of misinterpretation. Known for having excellent eyesight, white sharks
actually have hyperopic vision. They can see very well from a distance, but up close it is a disaster! If the water is a little
cloudy, then a cute surfer will be mistaken for a tur tle.
Afterwards, of course, for food, he is an outstanding hunter.
On the menu: sharks of other species, seals, sea lions,
dolphins, tur tles… Able to smell a drop of blood (from fish
for example) in more than 4.6 million liters of water and to
hear a prey at 1 kilometer away, it has a completely
mind-blowing hearing and smell. Yet the statistics are clear:
There is a greater chance of being killed by a coconut falling
on your head than by a shark. Of course, for journalists, it is
always more spectacular to repor t an attack of a shark than
an attack of a coconut. And this is how the white shark finds
itself headlining with a bad reputation.
On closer inspection, it is rather humans who are causing
great damage to the shark population.
Captured in large numbers for their fins and teeth, most scientists believe that at this rate the sharks
will soon be extinct. A 400 million year old species.

THE MEGAFAUNA
SOUTHERN RIGHT WHALE, PEACE AND LOVE
With its 49 tons on average, the southern whale is a beautiful beast. You see .... Uh ... a cow?! ... Well this whale is definitely
heavier than a herd of 60 cows. For its size, it is between 16 and 18 meters. Keeping the same scale, it's like sticking 6 or
7 cows one after the other ... Well all that, you have to pull it into the water! It is extremely slow.
Even if you walk normally, you are already going faster than it does. However, it has developed a rather surprising technique: it is often seen lifting her tail out of the water and using it as a boat sail, allowing itself to be pushed by the wind.
So it travels up to 8,000 kilometers to give bir th to its baby.
From Antarctic waters to the South American or South African coasts.
Apparently these whales are also very tactile and make a lot of caresses between themselves.
And cer tain assumptions give them a longevity of 200 years.
If you look at pictures of this marine giant, you will see whitish growths on its head.
They are typical of each individual and allow scientists to identify them.
The whalers found it easy to hunt “right” whales. Several tens of thousands of individuals were captured, so it almost went
extinct. But since 1935, international regulations have protected the species and sentenced any offender to 6 years in
prison. A state in southern Brazil has even classified the southern right whale as a “natural monument”, a great first!

THE MEGAFAUNA
Betw een Africa and Cape L eeuw in, there w ill be the ^Kerguelen Islands w ith:
THE KING PENGUIN, DON'T TOUCH MY EGG!
The king penguin can grow up to 95 centimeters tall, which gives it second place on the podium, just behind the emperor
penguin (122 centimeters).
Skilled swimmer - like all its cousins (cf. Cape penguin) - the king penguin dives between 50 and 300 meters (!!!) in depth
to look for its food. Staying an average of 10 minutes underwater, it is capable of over 100 dives per day
Approximately every two years, the adults will form breeding pairs which will
remain faithful… Well… At least for one season. The female lays an egg,
which she places on her legs so that it does not touch the ground directly. She
will cover it with a fold of skin on her stomach to keep it at an optimal temperature. After a few hours, she gives it to the male who takes over to keep the
egg warm. The couple thus alternate incubation every 6 to 18 days, in order
to allow both of them to go to sea to feed. 55 days later, if they have been
careful enough, the egg hatched. The chick will still stay on the feet of its
parents for 30 to 40 days, until its thermal regulation system and its plumage
are in place. The parents take turns fishing for 2 to 3 weeks and keep the fish
in their stomachs without digesting them to regurgitate them to the young on
their return. They literally force-feed him to provide him with good fat reserves
that will allow him to survive.
Although the king penguin population has been protected for many years,
there has been a decline in the number of individuals. This would be mainly
linked to the effects of climate change which forces the birds to swim fur ther
and fur ther to find food… To the detriment of the little ones who wait on the
shore, sometimes too long.

THE BLUE WHALE, GIANT OF THE SEAS ... AND OF THE LAND!
If we refer to our scale of calculation a little cow, this whale weighs heavier than 212 cows (170 tons) and it would be
necessary to line up 11 or 12 of them to equal its size (30 meters long). By itself, the hear t of the blue whale weighs 600
kilograms (or ¾ cow, hihi). And its tongue alone weighs around 4 tons, which is the weight of an Asian elephant
(or 5 cows !!!). If I came across one, I could easily see it with its breath, a jet that reaches 30 feet high.
A little faster than its cousin (cf. Right whale), the blue whale's cruising speed is 20 km / h with peaks of 50 during the
breeding season.
It eats krill and is only rarely hunted by orcas. In the 20th century,
350,000 blue whales were killed by humans. From now on, their
hunting is strictly prohibited and there are approximately 15,000 blue
whales left in the world.
In 2006, the largest blue whale fossil ever to be found
appeared on the shores of an Italian lake. This one,
dating back 1.5 million years, has called into
question all our knowledge of the appearance
of the giant of the seas ... The blue whale would have appeared on
Ear th much earlier than we think: there may be -be 3.6 or even 6
million years old.

THE MEGAFAUNA
THE KERGUELEN SEA LION, DO YOU LOVE MY FUR?
Here is another fur sea lion that breeds on the Subantarctic Islands and mainly in South Georgia. The Kerguelen sea lion
is brown to gray in color, slightly paler on the underside. But we come across individuals of cream color (about 1 per
thousand) from time to time. We explain this by crossing - well, hybridization as my friend Loïc would say - with another
species: the subantarctic fur seal lion or the Amsterdam sea lion. Their coat is extremely dense (40,000 hairs per square
meter) to provide good thermal and waterproof insulation ... It's much better for swimming. Carnivorous, these sea lions
hunt a lot of fish. Example: the lantern fish. And krill.
They spend most of their time at sea and only return to dry land to
give bir th and raise their young. Like their South African cousins (cf.
South African sea lion), they form harem colonies and we are witnessing the fight between males to acquire the best territory and thus
seduce more females.
The Kerguelen sea lion has been hunted extensively for its fur, so
much so that it was thought to be extinct. In fact a small colony had
survived on Bird Island in South Georgia and would be the origin of
all the populations of the Antarctic islands. Now protected, this
species is doing quite well ... It is taking advantage of the scarcity of
whales which leave it with abundant krill.

PILGRIM SHARK, A BIG SCALELESS FISH
This large dark gray fish (the second largest after the whale shark) can be up to 12 meters long and weighs at least 4
tons ... (I stop bothering you with my cows). But it is perfectly harmless! It is also nicknamed "shark-loafer" because it is
often seen taking a nap on the surface, sometimes turned over on its side. In addition to a super-fine sense of smell, this
shark has very special jaws that allow it to open its mouth widely (as in the picture!). So, by swimming slowly, it filters the
water to collect zooplankton ... You know, little microscopic animals. His favorites: copepods or micro-crustaceans. He
traps them in his gill combs (which look like a whale's baleen). It is estimated that a basking shark filters the equivalent
of an Olympic swimming pool every hour ... That is 300,000 liters of water. A beautiful cup!
Thanks to ARGOS beacons, scientists determined that this
shark was scanning all the seas on the globe. And although
it is cosmopolitan, it is endangered ... It has (too) long been
hunted for its very stiff skin and for its huge liver. Oil was
extracted from it which was used to make lamps and soap.
Today, although hunting is prohibited, they are sought for
presumed aphrodisiac proper ties in its fins in Asian countries. The concern is that they take a very long time to
reproduce. A female giving bir th to only one cub every four
years. And also, with global warming, its main source of
food is shrinking.

THE MEGAFAUNA
And at Cape Horn, I might be lucky enough to see:
THE SEA LEOPARD, THE STRONGEST SEAL IN ANTARCTICA?

The famous leopard seal owes its name to its black spotted coat, like its feline counterpar t. Like the big cat, it is a fast
predator that can go up to 40 kilometers per hour in pursuit of its prey. The claws along its front fins and 2.5-centimeter
canines give it the status of a "ferocious" animal. Ferocious, I don't know, but a good hunter, yes! It feeds on krill, fish,
penguins and even other species of seals.
Underwater, it can chase its prey, sometimes just to play ... Even if the prey don't find it very funny. It is believed that
young sea leopards do this for training.
This sea feline is also capable of keeping a lookout and surprising penguins on the ice floe… It's hard to escape them! In
2009, around 100 individuals were said to have wiped out more than a quar ter of a gentoo penguin population.
During the breeding season, leopard seals turn into divas, hihi. That is, they spend hours singing underwater. The males
utter characteristic “cries” to seduce the females. Listen to this :
https://drive.google.com/file/d/18RPLGEEfrlwV68Ec-eHojU6m4XrL6dIE/view?usp=sharing
Apparently, they also love to play with inflatable boats… Not even afraid, they would never dare to rub against
my Penguin.

THE ORCA, "KILLER WHALE", BEWARE OF PREJUDICE!
The orca (another name for the killer whale) is at the top of the food chain. There are pinnipeds in its diet: sea lions, seals,
walruses, elephant seals, cetaceans: dolphins, belugas, narwhals, pilot whales and even whales, including otters and sea
birds such as penguins, fish large, sea tur tles, squid, octopus, et cetera. They have very elaborate hunting techniques, even
managing to turn white sharks on their backs to completely paralyze them. We also know their technique of "carousel"
which consists of circling schools of fish, turning around (like a merry-go-round, hence the name of the technique) and
then knocking them out with their caudal fin. Some populations hunt crabeater seals which usually rest on small pieces
of ice floating on the surface. The killer whale arrives, waves and splash! The seal falls into the water. The most fabulous
thing is that from generation to generation, they pass on their knowledge.
This black and white whale therefore has a culture.
Speaking of their intelligence, it is very funny to see them laughing at the tourists who come to observe them from the
boat… On the days when they are not in the mood and prefer to be left alone, two large males will appear in a distance
of about a kilometer. And, by the time the boat gets closer to them, the rest of the group reverses and moves away.
Once the boat is close enough, the two remaining males also take a tangent, so there is nothing more to see!
Clever, right ?!
Contrary to what one might think, in the natural
environment, however, the killer whale has never
attacked humans. Social and curious, sometimes she
will approach the divers and collect information about
them thanks to her echolocation: a series of clicks in
the direction of the divers… They will hear them and
even feel their bodies.

THE MEGAFAUNA
THE CAPE CHECKER, “FIRE SPITTER”
Hoooo, this one I would love to see the beautiful designs of its plumage! It should not go unnoticed as it forms a large
group, sometimes with hundreds of birds chasing fishing boats. Yep, it’s much easier to collect debris and waste thrown
by fishermen than it is to forage for food. But hey, this bird still knows how to fend for itself. Mainly by grabbing its prey
from the surface of the water. But also the technique of trampling on the surface of the water or aquaplaning,
he is literally chasing them.
He pecks food in a very active and busy way. In front of him, to the sides,
while remaining posed and erect on the water. It also fishes while flying
and can even dive under a few inches of water. A little lazy, he will often
take advantage of what other marine animals bring to the surface.
For reproduction, what a circus ... Although most of the Cape Checkers
find their nests and their mates from year to year, there are still fights.
And beware, they have a formidable weapon: they spit out an oil
contained in their stomach! I won't tell you the smell: a sweet mix of
shrimp, sardines and cod liver oil. Mmmmmh… In addition this spit has
a bright orange color. A real little dragon. Once installed, it coos.
The female lays a white egg and for 45 days the pair will take turns for the incubation. 4 days for the male, 3 for the female
and so on. The good news is that they are not threatened at all. The population numbers over 2 million people.

COMMERSON'S DOLPHIN, A PANDA COLORED DOLPHIN
This small dolphin is found in two habitats separated by 8,500 kilometers: South America and the Kerguelen Islands.
They therefore form two very distinct groups, we call that two subspecies. One, in South America, is the most common
and is about four feet long. The other, in the Kerguelen Islands, has fewer individuals who are larger in size, around
1.70 meters. The heaviest specimens recorded weigh 45 kilograms for the South American subspecies and 86 (!!!) for that
of the Kerguelen Islands.
The Commerson's Dolphin feeds mainly on coastal or pelagic (= open ocean) fish, crustaceans and squid found near the
bottom. Likewise, according to their habitat and therefore their subspecies, their diet varies.
After 11 months of gestation, the female will give
bir th to a young. Bir th takes place in shallow
water so that baby and mother can breathe on
the surface more quickly. Getting out of the
mother's womb is no small feat: the baby cetacean finds itself propelled into a watery universe
where it cannot breathe ... Suddenly, it sinks!
For tunately its mother is not far away and will
help him to come to the surface.
Long hunted for bait for king crabs and also trapped in fishing nets, the species is believed to be still common today. In
truth, the data available on them are insufficient to estimate their conservation status (i.e. the extent of the risk of extinction of the species). But since 2001, the province of Santa Cruz in Patagonia has classified it as a “provincial natural monument” and protects it.
If I come across one of these species, I promise I'll keep you posted! I could also save it directly to my phone in the
OBSenMER app. My observation will thus be integrated into a global database that allows us to follow the evolution of
marine fauna, to learn more about it and to develop strategies to better protect it. All skippers - you too by the way have access to the OBSenMER map and can update it. This is called par ticipatory science!
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